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Ladies and gentlemen, dear seminar participants! 

 

We look forward to welcoming you soon! 

In order to simplify your travel arrangements, we have put together some information for you on 

the following pages. 
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Arrival to Dortmund 
 
 
Arrival by car to the Star Wings Training Center 
 
 
Traveling on the A1 / A44 from Cologne, Soest, Bielefeld 
 

 
 

 
At the junction 84-Kreuz Dortmund / Unna B1 follow the signs in the direction of Dortmund / Airport, further 
refer to B1 for 2.4 km, exit Holzwickede / DO-Wickede / Dortmund airport, turn right onto Nordstraße, turn 
left on Chaussee, continue on Emschertalstrasse for 0,6 km, turn right on Flugplatz, turn left on Flugplatz, 
turn right on Flugplatz, after about 300m turn right behind the last building. 
 
 

Traveling on the A40/B1 from Dortmund / Bochum / Dusseldorf 
 

 
 

 
From the B1 you take exit B234 / Do.-Sölde / Do.-Asseln, turn left, turn on Köln-Berliner Straße (signs for 
Herdecke / Do.-Aplerbeck / Do.-Sölde), turn left on Emschertalstrasse, after 1.5 km turn left                     
onto Zur Alten Mühle, turn right on Flugplatz, the destination is on the left behind the airport parking place 
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Arrival by Train 

 
For the arrival and departure by public transport to and from the airport you can use: 

 

- the AirportExpress, as a direct connection from Dortmund main station, or 

- the AirportShuttle, as a direct connection from Holzwickede station.  

 

The journey time from Dortmund main station is around 25 minutes and from Holzwickede station 

around 10 minutes.  

 
Timetable Airport Shuttle 

Timetable Airport Express 

 

 

From Dortmund Airport you can take the parking shuttle bus to the airport parking lots P6+P7.  

It is scheduled every 20 minutes. The Star Wings building is located next to P6. 

Walking distance from Dortmund Airport to Star Wings is around 15 minutes. 
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Arrival by Taxi 

The taxi company "Airport Taxi Dortmund" located directly at Dortmund Airport can be reached 24 
hours a day. Cashless payment is possible in the taxis. 

 

Airport Taxi Dortmund. 

Flugplatz 7-9 

44319 Dortmund 

Telefon: +49 231 85 44 44 

 

A taxi from Dortmund Central Station to Star Wings takes about 30 minutes and from Holzwickede 

train station takes a maximum of 10 minutes. 

 

 

Parking 

You can park for free in front of the Star Wings building.  

This is located directly behind the building, first barrier on the right coming from the east, or last 

barrier on the left in front of the building, coming from the west. 
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Hotel 

Hotel recommendations during your stay at the training center in Dortmund. 

(This information is not binding and may vary due to events / as of January 2022) 

 
We can recommend the following hotel: 
 

• Best Western Airport Hotel Dortmund, 4 **** hotel 

Address: Schleefstraße 2C, 44287 Dortmund 

Distance: 2.5 km - approximately 5 minutes drive from the training center 

Please make bookings by e-mail: info.dor51@gchhotelgroup.com with the keyword "Star Wings". 

Costs per night for a standard single room: from EUR 80.00 including breakfast 

Parking fee: EUR 10.00 per day in the hotel's own car park 

 

Bus line 490 is available for you to travel from the Starwings Training Center to the Best Western Hotel and back. 

Timetable Busline 490 - Direction Dortmund Airport 

Timetable Busline 490 - Direction Aplerbeck 

 

• Ringhotel Katharinen Hof Unna, 4 **** hotel 

Address: Bahnhofstraße 49, 59423 Unna 

Distance: 8 km - approximately 15 minutes drive from the training center 

Please make bookings by e-mail: Hotel-Katharinenhof@riepe.com with the keyword "Star Wings". 

Costs per night in a single room: from EUR 100.00 including breakfast 

Parking fee: EUR 8.00 per day in the hotel's own parking garage 

 
To get to the Ringhotel Katharinen Hof Unna, you can use the VKU bus line C41, which starts directly at the train sta-
tion opposite and is scheduled every hour. 
 
Timetable Busline C41 

 

• Mercure Hotel Dortmund Centrum, 4 **** hotel 

Address: Olpe 2, 44135 Dortmund 

Distance: 15 km - approximately 30 minutes from the training center 

Please make bookings by e-mail: HA006@accor.com with the keyword "Star Wings". 

Costs per night in a single room: from EUR 104.00 including breakfast 

Parking fee: EUR 20.00 per day in the hotel's own parking garage 

 

• Holiday Inn Express Dortmund, 4 **** hotel 

Address: Moskauer Str. 1, 44269 Dortmund 

Distance: 5 km - approximately 10 minutes from the training center 

Please make bookings by e-mail: dortmund@hiexdortmund.com with the keyword "Star Wings". 

Costs per night in a single room: from EUR 77.00 including breakfast 

Parking fee: EUR 10.00 per day in the hotel's own parking garage 
 

 
All Hotels have WIFI free of charge 

 
To receive the special conditions of the company Star Wings, please enter the keyword "Star Wings" when 

booking.  

The costs must be paid directly by the customer at the hotel! 

 

We also can recommend a low budget Design Hotel near the airport with a good direction. 

https://moods-hotel.de/ 
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